Zenoti Inventory

Save money and time with Zenoti Inventory
Zenoti Inventory gives you real-time visibility and control over your inventory at all
locations. Easily perform audits, monitor product usage, and manage orders. Make daily
operations smoother by automating inventory management processes. With integration for
vendor ERPs, a bird’s-eye view of stock levels across all centers, and stock level alerts, you’ll
be able to respond quickly to supply and demand.

Inventory operations made simple
Manage day-to-day inventory operations with ease. Stay updated on
changing stock needs with stock level alerts, and track stock levels to
identify popular and slower-moving products. This helps you order
just the right amount and plan marketing campaigns around what
customers really want.

Proceed

A bird’s-eye view of all locations
Zenoti allows you to track stock levels across all locations. You can see
what's coming from the warehouse and easily transfer products
between locations to respond to demand and shortages. An identical
purchase order process can be used between centers.

Never leave the customer empty-handed
If a customer needs an out-of-stock item, you can collect payment now and deliver the item
to the customer when it becomes available.
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Zenoti Inventory
Invoice

Integrate with ERPs
Integrate with vendor ERP systems to automate order management. Zenoti
lets you process invoices automatically, and generate pre-filled purchase
orders for each supplier so staff don't have to reinvent the wheel with each
order.

Monitor product usage
Zenoti software can project how much inventory should be used for any number or combination of services. And since you can compare projected usage with actual usage, you can
pinpoint areas of waste or possible theft.

A full suite of inventory features
Better auditing
Cut down on manual inventory
management.

Free up your staﬀ
Cut down on manual
inventory management.

No surprise shortages
Stock level alerts ensure you’re never caught
empty-handed.

Track everything
Track both retail and professional
inventory.

Barcodes made easy
Support multiple barcodes for
products.

Up-to-date info
Track transfers and inventory changes
per center and between centers.

Revolutionize stock management with Zenoti Inventory.
Get started. Request a free demo today.
877-481-7634

sales@zenoti.com
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